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We introduce the concept of a matricial Schur ideal, which serves as a dual
object for operator algebras generated by a finite set of idempotents. Using matri-
cial Schur ideals and some factorization theorems for tensor products of operator
algebras, we are able to obtain matrix-valued interpolation results for general
product domains. These results include and generalize the recent matrix-valued
interpolation results on the bidisk.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let C(X) denote the continuous complex-valued functions on a compact
Hausdorff space X and let AC(X) be a uniform algebra. We let Mn
denote the C*-algebra of n_n matrices and recall that the algebra of n_n
matrices over A, Mn(A), is endowed with the norm,
&F&=sup [&F(x)&Mn : x # X],
where F=( fi, j) is in Mn(A).
Given points x1 , ..., xk in X the abstract matrix-valued interpolation
problem is concerned with determining the sets of k-tuples of n_n matrices
Dn(A; x1 , ..., xk)=[(F(x1), ..., F(xk)) : F # Mn(A), &F&1]&.
If we let I denote the ideal of functions in A vanishing at x1 , ..., xk and let
A=AI denote the k-dimensional quotient algebra, with [ f ] denoting the
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coset of f in A, then we have that Mn(A) is also endowed with a quotient
norm by identifying
Mn(A)=Mn(A)Mn(I ).
If F=( fij) is in Mn(A) we denote its image in Mn(A) by [F]=([ fij]).
We have that
Dn(A; x1 , ..., xk)=[(F(x1), ..., F(xk)) : [F] # Mn(A), &[F]&1].
That is, the sets Dn(A; x1 , ..., xk) are a natural coordinatization of the
closed unit ball of the operator algebra Mn(A).
Since A separates points, there exist functions g1 , ..., gk in A with
gi (x j)=$i, j=the Kronecker delta. Thus, in A we have that Ei=[ gi] are a
family of k commuting idempotents, satisfying EiEj=$ijEj , E1+ } } } +Ek=1,
and which span A. We also have that
D1(A; x1 , ..., xk)=[(w1 , ..., wk) : &w1E1+ } } } +wkEk&1],
and more generally,
Dn(A; x1 , ..., xk)=[(W1 , ..., Wk) : &W1 E1+ } } } +Wk Ek&1],
where if W=(wij) then WE=(wijE). Thus, the sets [Dn(A; x1 , ..., xk)],
n=1, 2, ..., are just a natural coordinatization of the closed unit balls of
Mn(A) for an operator algebra A generated by k idempotents satisfying
the above relations.
Sets arising as D1(A; x1 , ..., xk) for some A and x1 , ..., xk are called
hyperconvex in [9]. In [12], we introduced the concept of a Schur ideal in
Mk and showed that in some sense these served as a natural dual object for
hyperconvex sets. Using Schur ideals we were able to generalize Agler’s
scalar-valued interpolation results [1] for the bidisk algebra to more
general product domains.
However, our work was incomplete since it did not capture the full
matrix-valued interpolation results. In this paper we introduce the concept
of a matricial Schur ideal which serves as a dual object for the operator
algebra A not just the Banach algebra. Using these matricial Schur ideals
we obtain matrix-valued interpolation results for some general product
domains, which include the results in the bidisk case recently obtained by
[2, 4]. Moreover, our earlier scaler-valued proofs carry over mutatis
mutandi to this new setting.
Often one wants to study interpolation for some operator algebra A of
functions on a set X, that is not a uniform algebra. For example, the
algebra of multipliers of some reproducing kernel Hilbert space on X
comes naturally equipped with an operator algebra structure, by regarding
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a matrix of multipliers as a matrix-valued multiplier on the corresponding
vector-valued RKHS. Also, the algebras on the polydisk that are studied in
[2, 4] are naturally operator algebras of functions on these spaces that are
not uniform algebras.
In these situations, one still has that AI is an operator algebra generated
by k commuting idempotents as above. For this reason, we are lead to
study the general theory of such operator algebras and develop some
general results and a duality theory for these algebras.
2. MATRICIAL SEMI-IDEALS
We identify Mk(Mn)=Mkn and we let M +m denote the set of positive
(semi-definite) matrices in Mm .
Definition 1. Fix a natural number k. A sequence of sets S=[Sn],
SnMk(Mn)+ will be called a matricial Schur ideal provided that:
(1) if (Qij), (Pij) # Sn , then (Qij+Pij) # Sn
(2) if (Qij) # Sn , and B1 , ..., Bk are m_n matrices then (BiQijBj*) # Sm .
Some remarks are in order. First note that the axioms imply that if
(Qij) # Sn and (Pij) # Sm then (Q ij Pij) # Sn+m .
Also, the axiom’s imply that S1 M +k is a Schur ideal in the sense of
[12]. To see this note that if Q=(qij) # S1 and b1 , ..., bk are complex
numbers then (b i qijbj) # S1 . But this latter matrix is D*QD where D is the
diagonal matrix with entries b1 , ..., bk . If P=( pij) is any positive matrix
then P V Q=( pijqij)=kl=1 D*l QDl # S1 for appropriately chosen diagonal
matrices.
We shall show that matricial Schur ideals are a natural dual object for
studying operator algebras of idempotents on Hilbert space. To this end
let E1 , ..., Ek be bounded operators on a Hilbert space H satisfying,
Ei Ej=$ijEi , and E1+ } } } +Ek=I. We let A denote the (matrix-normed)
operator algebra generated by this set. We shall call such an algebra a
k-idempotent algebra.
Given a concrete k-idempotent algebra on a Hilbert space, let A*A=
span[E i*E j : i, j=1, ..., k] denote the corresponding operator system. We
recall that if ? : A  B(K) is a completely isometric representation of A,
then the operator systems A+A*=span[E i*+Ej : i, j=1, ..., k] and
?(A)+?(A)*=span[?(E i)*+?(Ej) : i, j=1, ..., k] are completely order
isomorphic. But this is not necessarily the case for A*A and ?(A)* ?(A).
Thus, A*A is not defined intrinsically, but only in terms of the concrete
representation.
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Given a k-idempotent algebra, we set
Dn(A)={(W1 , ..., Wk) : Wi # Mn , ": Wi Ei"1= .
Lemma 2.1. Let Aij # Mn then ki, j=1 Aij E i*Ej0 on C
nH if and
only if (Aij E i*Ej)0 on CnkH.
Proof. If (Aij E i*Ej)0 then the sum of all its entries must be
positive.
Conversely, given y1 , ..., yk in CnH let v= j (In Ej) yj . Then
ki, j=1( (Aij E i*Ej) yj , yi) =( (
k
i, j=1 , A ij E i*Ej) v, v)0 and hence
(Aij E i*Ej)0.
Definition 2. Let A be a k-idempotent algebra, define
Sn(A*A)=[(8(E i*E j)) : 8 : A*A  Mn is completely positive].
Theorem 2.2. Let A be a k-idempotent algebra, then
(1) S(A*A)=[Sn(A*A)] is a matricial Schur ideal,
(2) Let Aij # Mn , i, j=1, ..., k. Then (Aij E i*Ej)0 if and only if
(Aij Qij)0 for all (Qij) # Sn(A*A).
(3) Let B=span[Fi : i=1, ..., k] be another k-idempotent algebra.
Then the map E i*E j  Fi*Fj is n-positive if and only if Sn(B*B)
Sn(A*A).
Proof. If (Qij) and (Pij) are in Sn(A*A) then (Qij+Pij) is in Sn(A*A)
since sums of completely positive maps are completely positive. Now let
B1 , ..., Bk be n_m matrices and let (Qij)=(8(E i*Ej)) be in Sn(A*A). We
must prove that 9 : A*A  Mm , 9(E i*Ej)=B i*QijBj is a completely
positive map. To this end let T= Aij E i*Ej0 in Mr(A*A).
Then (Aij E i*Ej)0 which implies (Aij 8(E i*Ej))=(Aij Q ij)0.
Hence, (Aij Bi*QijBj)0 and so, 9 (r)(T )=ki, j=1 Aij Bi*QijBj0.
This proves (1).
To prove (2) we use the fact [11] that for any operator system L, (sij)0
in Mn(L) if and only if (8(sij))0 for all 8 : L  Mn completely positive.
If (Aij E i*Ej)0 in Mnk(A*A) then clearly (Aij Qij)0 for all
Qij=8(E i*Ej). Conversely, if (Aij Qij)0 for all Qij=8(E i*Ej), where
8 : A*A  Mn , then ki, j=1 Aij 8(E i*Ej)0. Hence, 
k
i, j=1 Aij E i*Ej
0 in Mn(A*A) and so by the Lemma, (Aij E i*Ej)0.
Statement (3) follows readily from (2).
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Definition 3. Let A be a k-idempotent algebra. Set Sn(A)=[(Qij) #
Mk(Mn)+ : ((I&W i*Wj)Qij)0 for all (W1 , ..., Wk) # Dm(A), m arbi-
trary] and let Rn(A)=[(Qij) # Mk(Mn)+ : ((In&W i*Wj)Qij)0 for
all(W1 , ..., Wk) # Dn(A)]. We also set S(A)=[Sn(A)] and R(A)=
[Rn(A)].
Theorem 2.3. Let A be a k-idempotent algebra. Then
(1) S(A)=[Sn(A)] is a matricial Schur ideal,
(2) Let Wi # Mn . Then & Wi Ei&1 if and only if ((In&W i*Wj)
Qij)0 for all (Qij) # Sn(A) (respectively, (Qij) # Rn(A)).
(3) Sn(A*A)Sn(A)Rn(A) for all n.
Let B=span[Fi : i=1, ..., k] be another k-idempotent algebra.
(4) The following are equivalent:
(i) Ei  F i is n contractive,
(ii) Dn(A)Dn(B),
(iii) Rn(B)Rn(A).
(5) The following are equivalent:
(i) E i  F i is completely contractive,
(ii) Dn(A)Dn(B) for all n,
(iii) Rn(B)Rn(A) for all n,
(iv) Sn(B)Sn(A) for all n.
Consequently, the map Ei  Fi is a completely isometric isomorphism if
and only if S(A)=S(B), or equivalently, R(A)=R(B).
Proof. (1) Clearly, if (Pij), (Qij) # Sn(A) then (Pij+Qij) # Sn(A). If
((I&W i*Wj)Qij)0 then ((I&W i*Wj)Bi*QijBj)0 and hence S(A)
is a matricial Schur ideal.
(3) Note &Wi Ei &1 if and only if W i*Wj E i*EjIn I=
In E i*Ej hence if and only if i, j (In&W i*Wj)E i*Ej0. By the
Lemma we have &Wi Ei&1 if and only if ((I&W i*Wj)E i*Ej)0.
Thus, Sn(A*A)Sn(A). The other containment is clear and hence (3)
follows.
(2) If &Wi Ei&1 then by definition ((In&W i*Wj)Qij)0 for
all (Qij) # Sn(A). If ((In&W i*Wj)Q ij)0 for all (Qij) # Sn(A*A) then
we have ((In&W i*Wj)E i*Ej)0 by Lemma 2.1 and hence, |Wi 
Ei |1.
(4) and (5). These follow easily from (2). K
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The above result shows that S(A) uniquely characterizes the k-idempo-
tent algebra A up to a completely isometric isomorphism which preserves
the given basis.
Problem. Clearly R1(A)=[(qij) # M+k : ((1&w iwj) qij)0 for all &wiEi&
1]. This latter set was denoted D(A; x1 , ..., xk)d when A=AI in [12]. We
do not have any examples where Rn(A) is not equal to Sn(A). It would
be especially interesting to know if these two sets coincide in the case where
A is a quotient of a uniform algebra, which is the case of interest for many
interpolation problems or in the case when n=1. A related problem is to
determine whether or not the collection R(A) is a matricial Schur ideal.
Example 2.4. We compute the matricial Schur ideal for a particular
case. Fix a positive invertible k_k matrix P=( pij) with pij {0, for all i
and j. Let A(P)=span[P12 Eii P&12=Ei : i=1, ..., k] where Eij denote
the canonical matrix units. We have
(Aij E i*Ej)=(Aij P&12 pijE ijP&12).
Clearly this latter matrix is positive if and only if (Aij pij)0. Now assume
Qij= pijRij where (R ij)0. Then (Aij Qij)=( p iA ij Rij)=0, and so
(Qij) # Sn(A(P)*A(P)).
Conversely, if (Qij) # Sn(A(P)*A(P)) then ( p&1ij pij)0 and so
( p&1ij Qij)=(R ij)0. Thus, (Qij)=( pijRij) and we have that
Sn(A(P)*A(P))=[( pij Rij) : (Rij) # Mk(Mn)+].
In particular, S1(A(P)*A(P))=(P) , the Schur ideal generated by P.
Example 2.5. In general, Sn(A(P)) may be larger than Sn(A(P)*
A(P)). For an example of this, consider another such algebra A(Q)=
span[Q12 EiiQ&12=E i : i=1, ..., k]. The map E i*Ej  E i*E j is positive if
and only if
S1(A(Q)*A(Q))=[(q ijrij): (rij)0][( pijrij) : (rij)0]
=S1(A(P)*A(P))
for all n. Setting n=1, and rij=1 yields (qij)=( pijk ij) for some (kij)0.
Conversely, if (qij) is of this form then clearly Sn(A(Q)*A(Q))
Sn(A(P)*A(P)) for all n, and the above map is completely positive.
Thus, the map E i*Ej  E i*E j from A(P)*A(P) to A(Q)*A(Q) is
positive if and only if (qij)=( p ijkij) for some (kij)0 if and only if the map
is completely positive.
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Now consider k=3 and let
2 2 2 1 1 1
P=\2 3 54 + , Q=\ 1 2 14+ .2 54 3 1 14 2
Note that if (qij)=( pijkij) then
12 12 12
(kij)=\12 23 15+ which is not positive.12 15 23
Hence the map from A(P)*A(P) to A(Q)*A(Q) is not positive.
However, we claim that the map E i  E i from A(P) to A(Q) is com-
pletely contractive. To see this we need to check that if 3i=1 Wi Ei is a
contraction, then 3i=1 Wi E i is a contraction. Considering a matrix-
valued Mobius map which sends W1 to 0 and using the matrix-valued von
Neumann inequality we see that it is sufficient to check that if W2 
E2+W3 E3 is a contraction then W2 E 2+W3 E 3 is a contraction.
The former occurs if and only if
2I 2I 2I
A=\ 2I 3(I&W2*W2) 54(I&W2*We)+0.2E 54(I&W3*W2) 3(I&W3*W3)
and the latter if and only if
I I I
B=\I 2(I&W2*W2) 14(I&W2*W3)+0.I 14(I&W3*W2) 2(I&W3*W3)
By the Cholesky algorithm, A0 if and only if
C=\ I&3W 2*W2&34I&54W 3*W2
&34I&54W2*W3
I&3W 3*W3 + 0.
Similarly, B0 if and only if
D=\ I&2W 2*W2&34I&14W3*W2
&34I&14W 2*W3
I&2W 3*W3 +0.
However, D&C=( W2*W2W 3*W2
W 2*W3
W 3*W3)0 always.
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Thus, positivity of A always implies positivity of B, and the claim
follows.
This example shows that the matrix
1 1 1
Q=\ 1 2 14+1 14 2
is in S1(A(P)) but not in S1(A(P)*A(P)).
For this example we also have that the map from A(P)*+A(P) to
A(Q)*+A(Q) is completely positive, while the map from A(P)*A(P) to
A(Q)*A(Q) is not positive.
Example 2.6. Next we consider the special case of the Pick matrix P=
(1(1&x i xj )), we have that &xi Ei&1 and so for any (Qij) # Sn(A(P))
we have ((1&x ixj) Qij)0 and hence Qij=(1(1&x ixj)) Rij for some
(Rij) # Mk(Mn)+. Thus, Sn(A(P))=Sn(A(P)*A(P)) for all n when P is a
Pick matrix.
By a theorem of Hamana [10] there exists a completely isometric
representation ?e : A  B(He) such that if ? : A  B(H) is a completely
isometric isomorphism the map ?(a)  ?e(a) extends to a *-homomor-
phism of C*(?(A)) onto C*(?e(A)). The C*-algebra C e*(A)#C*(?e(A))
is called the minimal enveloping C*-algebra of A, or the boundary
C*-algebra.
We shall write Ae*Ae #?e(A)* ?e(A). Since the *-homomorphism
necessarily sends ?(E i)* ?(Ej)  ?e(Ei)* ?e(Ej) we have that Sn(Ae*Ae)
Sn(?(A)* ?(A)) for any completely isometric representation ? of A. Thus,
Sn(Ae*Ae)=? Sn(?(A)* ?(A)).
Example 2.7. In the situation of the above examples, we have that
C*(A(P))=Mk is irreducible and hence it must be the boundary
C*-algebra. Thus
Sn(A(P)*A(P))Sn(?(A(P))* ?(A(P)))
for any completely isometric representation.
It now follows that if A(P) and A(Q) are completely isometrically
isomorphic, then A(P)*A(P) and A(Q)*A(Q) are completely order
isomorphic. Hence by the above examples, (qij)=(kijpij) for some (k ij) with
(kij) and (k&1ij ) both positive. It is now a fairly easy exercise in matrix
theory to show that this implies that there are complex numbers di such
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that kij=d idj . Hence we have that Q=D*PD for some invertible diagonal
matrix D.
Conversely, it is fairly easy to show that if P and Q are positive, D is
an invertible diagonal matrix and Q=D*PD, then A(P)*A(P) and
A(Q)*A(Q) are completely order isomorphic.
In the special case of the Pick matrix we have
Sn(A(P)*A(P))Sn(?(A(P))* ?(A(P)))Sn(?(A(P))
=Sn(A(P))=Sn(A(P)*A(P))
and thus we have equality. Hence the operator systems A(P)*A(P) and
?(A(P))* ?(A(P)) are completely order isomorphic for any completely
isometric representation of A(P), when P is the Pick matrix.
By a theorem of Arveson [3], when P is a Pick matrix every isometric
representation of A(P) is completely isometric.
We close this section with a result that clarifies the meaning of Theorems
2.2(2) and 2.3(2).
Proposition 2.8. Let SMk(Mn)+ satisfy (Qij) # S implies (Bi* Qij Bj)
# S whenever B1 , ..., Bk are in Mn , and let Aij # Mn . Then (Aij Qij)0 for
all (Qij) # S if and only if ki, j=1 Tr(A
t
ij Q ij)0 for all (Qij) # S, where Tr
denotes the trace of a matrix and At denotes the transpose of A.
Proof. Assume that (Aij Qij)0 for every (Q ij) # S, let v=nr=1
kj=1 er er ej where er and ej denote the canonical basis vectors in Cn
and Ck respectively. Then
0( (Aij Qij) v, v) = :
k
i, j=1
:
n
r, s=1
( (Aij Q ij) er er , es es)
= :
k
i, j=1
:
n
r, s=1
(Aij er , es)(Qijer , es)
= :
k
i, j=1
Tr(A tijQij).
Conversely, assume that the trace condition holds. Write a typical vector
in CnCn Ck as w=:nr=1 :
k
j=1 er bjr ej where bjr is in C
n and let
Bj # Mn denote the matrix whose r-th column is b jr . We have that
(Qijbjr , bis)=(QijBjer , Bi es) =(Bi*QijBjer , es). Thus, for any (Qij) in S,
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( (Aij Qij) w, w)= :
n
r, s=1
:
k
i, j=1
( (Aij Qij) er bjr , es bis)
= :
n
r, s=1
:
k
i, j=1
(Aij er , es)(Bi*QijB jer , es)
= :
k
i, j=1
Tr(A tij (Bi*QijBj))0 since (Bi*Qij Bj) # S. K
Note that when S=[Sn] is a matricial Schur ideal then Sn is a cone in
Mk(Mn). The set of matrices (Aij) such that ki, j=1 Tr(A
t
ijQij)0 for all (Q ij)
in Sn is the dual cone under the dual pairing ((Aij), (Qij))=ki, j=1Tr(A
t
ijQij).
3. THE ALGEBRA OF A MATRICIAL SCHUR IDEAL
In the previous section we saw how to associate a matricial Schur ideal
to every algebra generated by idempotents. In this section we show that
this construction is reversible by constructing an algebra of the desired
form from certain matricial Schur ideals.
First note that if (Aij E i*Ej)0 then Aii0. Hence every Q=(Qij)
with Qij=0 for i{ j and Qii0 is in Sn(A*A). We shall call a matricial
Schur ideal non-trivial if it has this property. Next note that since
[(|1 , ..., |k) : &|i Ei &1] is the unit ball of some norm on Ck we have
that there exists $>0 so that ||i |$ implies &|i Ei&1. Thus,
((1&| i|j) E i*Ej)0 yields (E i*Ej)(| iE i*Ej |j) for all ||i |$.
Integrating this inequality around the torus of radius $ yields
(E i*Ej)$2 Diag(E i*Ei).
Thus for every element of Sn(A*A) we have (Q ij)$2 Diag(Qii). We shall
call a matricial Schur ideal satisfying this condition for some $>0 bounded.
Lemma 3.1. If a matricial Schur ideal S is non-trivial, then the invertible
elements in S are dense in S.
Proof. Since the identity matrix belongs to Sn we have that for any
Q # Sn , (Q+=I ) # Sn and is invertible.
We let S&1=[S&1n ] denote the set of invertible elements.
Now let S be a bounded, non-trivial Schur ideal, say $2 Diag(Qii)
(Qij), for all (Qij) # Sn and all n. Then we have that $2(Qii Eii)
(Qij). Consequently, (Qij)&12 (Q ii Eii)(Qij)&12$&2I. Hence, if Ei=
(Qij)12 (In Eii)(Qij)&12, then E i*Ei=(Q ij)&12 (Qii E ii)(Qij)&12$&2I
and we have &Ei &$&1.
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We now wish to define the operator algebra of a bounded, non-trivial
Schur ideal as follows. Let, for 1ik,
Ei=:
n
:
Q # Sn
&1
Q12(In Eii) Q&12.
These operators live on n Q # Sn&1 Mk(Mn), and we let A(S)=
alg[E1 , ..., Ek].
Theorem 3.2. Let S be a non-trivial bounded Schur ideal. Then
S(A(S)*A(S))=S.
Proof. Note that E i*Ej=n Q # Sn&1 Q
&12(Qij Eij) Q&12. From
this it follows that (Aij E i*Ej)0 if and only if (Aij Q ij)0 for all
(Qij) # S&1n and for all n. This shows that the map which sends E i*Ej  Qij
is completely positive and hence S(A(S)*A(S))$S, by Lemma 3.1.
Assume that there exists (Pij) in Sn(A(S)*A(S)), that is not in Sn .
Since the latter set is a cone, there exists a functional f on Mk(Mn), that
is non-negative on Sn with f ((Pij))<0. The functional f will have the form
f ((Qij))=ki, j=1 Tr(A
t
ijQij), for some matrices Aij in Mn
By Proposition 2.8, (Aij Qij)0 for every (Qij) in Sn . Hence
(Aij E i*Ej)0 which implies that (A ij Pij)0. But if we let & be as
in the proof of Proposition 2.8, then ( (Aij Pij) &, &)= f ((Pij))<0, a
contradiction.
Hence, Sn(A(S)*A(S))Sn and the result follows.
Corollary 3.3. Let S=[Sn] be a matricial Schur ideal. Then there
exists a k-idempotent algebra A such that S=S(A*A) if and only if S
is non-trivial and bounded.
The above results allow us to develop a clearer picture of the enveloping
C*-algebra, C e*(A).
Definition 4. Let S=[Sn], S$=[S$n] be non-trivial, bounded matri-
cial Schur ideals and let A be an algebra of idempotents. We say that S is
affiliated with A provided A(S)=A completely isometrically and say that
S is affiliated with S$ provided A(S)=A(S$).
The collection of all matricial Schur ideals affiliated with a given algebra,
L, forms a lattice. Given any collection FL we can define S # F S to
be the Schur ideal obtained by taking the intersection of Sn , for each n. To
define S # F S consider the algebra A(S)=alg[E1(S), ..., Ek(S)] and
set Ei=S # F Ei (S), then B=alg[E1 , ..., Ek] is completely isometri-
cally isomorphic to A and Sn(B*B)$Sn for all S=[Sn] in F.
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Proposition 3.4. Let A be a k-idempotent algebra, and let L denote the
lattice of all matricial Schur ideals affiliated with A, then

S # L
S=S(Ae*Ae)
and

S # L
S=S(A),
where Ae C e*(A) denotes the enveloping C*-algebra of A.
Proof. If S # L then the map E i*(S) Ej (S)  E i*Ej where Ae=
span[E1 , ..., Ek] is induced by a *-homorphism and so is completely
positive. Hence, S(Ae*Ae)S for all S in L from which equality follows.
Similarly, if S # L then SS(A) but S(A) is clearly affiliated with
A, from which the second equality follows.
The examples of Section 2 show that in general there can be more than
one matricial Schur ideal affiliated with a given algebra. However, in the
case of quotients of the disk algebra there is a great deal of uniqueness.
Theorem 3.5. Let S=[Sn] be a non-trivial, bounded matricial Schur ideal
such that Sd1=P(x1 , ..., xk), a Pick body, then Sn=[(Qij) :((1&x ixj) Qij)
0].
Proof. We have that Sn=Sn(A(S)*A(S)) and since Sd1=
P(x1 , ..., xk) we know that A(S) and A(P) where P=(11&x i xj ) are
isometrically isomorphic. Hence, by Arveson’s theorem [3], they are
completely isometrically isomorphic. Thus, by Example 2.10, Sn=
Sn(A(P)*A(P))=[(Qij) : ((1&x ixj) Qij)0]. K
4. OPERATIONS ON ALGEBRAS
Every k-idempotent algebra can be regarded simply as an assignment of
a particular operator algebra matrix-norm on the commutative algebra Ck.
In this section we wish to consider lattice operations on this family of
operator algebra norms. These correspond to certain push-out and pull-
back constructions as discussed in Pedersen [13]. We then explain, and
generalize, the bidisk interpolation formulas in terms of these lattice opera-
tions.
It is wellknown in the setting of Banach spaces, that when we are given
two norms on Ck, then there is a least norm greater than both norms and
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a greatest norm smaller than both. The first norm is simply defined by tak-
ing the max of the two norms. If one looks at the two unit balls, then this
is the norm whose unit ball is the intersection of the two unit balls. The
unit ball of the greatest norm smaller than both is the absolutely convex
hull of the union of the two unit balls. Alternatively, this set can be
described by the bipolar theorem. It is the polar of the intersection of the
polars of the two balls. Thus, in the collection of all norms on Ck there is
a well-defined sup and inf for any pair of norms. Of course if the original
norms were Banach algebra norms, then there is no reason, a priori, that
the inf and sup should be Banach algebra norms. The sup of two Banach
algebra norms is clearly a new Banach algebra norm and it is only with the
inf where the difficulties lie.
In this section we give a construction that yields the inf and sup of two
operator algebra norms among the set of all operator algebra norms on a
given algebra and prove that matricial Schur ideals play the exact same
role as the polar for defining the inf of k-idempotent operator algebra
norms. Let A=alg[E1 , ..., Ek] and B=alg[F1 , ..., Fk] be two k-idempo-
tent operator algebras. If we set Gi=Ei F i and let C=alg[G1 , ..., Gk]
then it is easy to see that C is a k-idempotent operator algebra and that
the matrix-norm that it endows Ck with is just the max of the two norms.
Consequently, Dn(C)=Dn(A) & Dn(B). For these reasons we denote C=
A6 B. Correspondingly, one would also wish to have an algebra generated
by k idempotents A 7 B such that Dn(A 7 B) is in some appropriate sense
the ‘‘smallest’’ operator algebra norm satisfying Dn(A 7 B)$Dn(A) _ Dn(B).
Note that if the above containments are to hold, then by ‘‘duality’’
Sn(A 7 B)Sn(A) & Sn(B). Now since the intersection of 2 non-trivial
bounded matricial semi-ideals is again a non-trivial bounded matricial
semi-ideal, by Theorem 3.2 there does exists an algebra of idempotents C
with Sn(C*C)=Sn(A) & Sn(B) and this equation determines the matricial
norm structure on C. However, it could be the case that Sn(C) is larger.
In this section we construct an algebra A 7 B satisfying Sn(A 7 B)=
Sn(A) & Sn(B). We then use this result to study tensor products. We give
a new proof and generalize the result of [2, 4] characterizing matrix-valued
interpolation of the bidisk to other product domains.
We begin with a general construction which may be of independent
interest.
Definition 5. Let Aj , j=1, ..., m be unital operator algebras, let A
be an unital algebra, and let ?j : Aj  A be unital homomorphisms such
that the union of their images generates A algebraically. If B is a unital
operator algebra, then we call a unital homomorphism \ : A  B admis-
sable provided that for each j, \ b ?j : Aj  B is completely contractive. We
endow A with a matricial semi-norm by defining the norm of a matrix of
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elements from A to be the supremum over all admissable representations
into all operator algebras. The set of elements of norm 0 is a 2-sided ideal,
I, in A and the resulting matricial norm on the quotient AI makes it
into an operator algebra. We shall call this operator algebra semi-norm,
the maximal operator algebra semi-norm induced by the given family of
inclusions.
In the language of [7] the above definition of the norm is extrinsic, since
it needs all representations into operator algebras. Using the ideas of [7]
(see also [5]) this norm can also be described intrinsically. Given a matrix
of elements from A, consider all ways to factor this matrix as a product of
images of matrices of elements from each Aj in any order. For each such
factorization take the product of the norms of the factors, each in its own
algebra. If we now take the inf over all such factorizations, then this defines
a semi-norm on A that is equal to the semi-norm defined above by using
the sup over all admissable representations. To prove this fact one only
needs to note that the norm defined as an inf is larger than the norm
defined as a sup, and then check that the norm defined as an inf satisfies
the axioms of [8] to be an abstract operator algebra and that this algebra
yields an admissable representation. We summarize these observations in
the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let Aj , j=1, ..., m be unital operator algebras, let A be
an unital algebra, and let ?j : Aj  A be unital homomorphisms such that the
union of their images generates A algebraically. If A is in Mn(A) for some
n and if &A& denotes the maximal operator algebra semi-norm induced by
these algebras, then
&A&=inf [&A1& } } } &Am & : A=?i1(A1) } } } ? im(Am)]
where the infimum is taken over all factorizations of A involving matrices of
arbitrary sizes.
Theorem 4.2. Let Aj=alg[E j1 , ..., E
j
k], j=1, ..., m be operator algebras
of idempotents. Then there exists an unique operator algebra of idempotents
A=alg[E1 , ..., Ek] satisfying Sn(A)=mj=1 Sn(Aj) for all n. Moreover, if
we let ?j : Aj  A denote the map given by ? j (E ji )=Ei , then the operator
algebra norm on A is the maximal operator algebra semi-norm induced by
these inclusions.
Proof. We need to specify the operator algebra structure on A and
verify that it satisfies the above equation. To this end we define Dn(A) to
be the closure of the set of (W1 , ..., Wk) which can be obtained as follows.
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There exists an integer P and rectangular matrices (A1, l , ..., Ak, l) such that
& Ai.l E jlk &<1 and such that Wi=Ai1 Ai2 } } } A ip for i=1, ..., k.
Note that if (W1 , ..., Wk) is such a tuple, C, B are fixed matrices
&B&, &C&<1, then (BW1C, ..., BWk C) are such a tuple. If (W1 , ..., Wk),
and (V1 , ..., Vk) are two such tuples then (W1 V1 , ..., Wk Vk) is
another such tuple. Finally if (W1 , ..., Wk), (V1 , ..., Vk) are such tuples of
n_n matrices then (W1V1 , ..., Wk Vk) is another such tuple. Thus, the sets
Dn(A) satisfy the axioms to be the unit ball of Mn(A) for some operator
algebra generated by idempotents.
Clearly, Dn(Aj)Dn(A) for all n and j. Thus, the map Aj  A is
completely contractive from which it follows that Sn(A)Sn(Aj) for all j.
Thus, Sn(A)mj=1 Sn(Aj).
We now wish to show the reverse inclusion, namely, that if (Qij) #
ml=1 Sn(Al) then ((I&W i*Wj)Qij)0 for (W1 , ..., Wk) # Dr(A). For
the sake of argument let’s begin by assuming that Wi=AiBi where
& Ai E ti &<1 and & Bi E
s
i &<1. Since I&W i*Wj=I&Bi*Ai*A jBj
=I&Bi*Bj+Bi*(I&aAi*A j) B j , we have that ((I&W i*Wj)Qij)=
((I&Bi*Bj)Qij)+Diag(Bi* I )((I&Ai*Aj)Qij) Diag(Bi I ) and each
of the latter terms is positive.
The general case precedes by decomposing I&W i*W j into a sum of P
terms when each Wi is a product of P terms.
Finally, the characterization of the maximal operator algebra norm
induced by the family of inclusions in terms of factorizations, yields the
final claim of the theorem.
Definition 6. We denote the algebra A obtained above by A1 7 } } }
7 Am .
We shall need to recall the maximal tensor product of operator algebras.
Given any operator algebras A and B, we consider all pairs of commuting
completely contractive homomorphisms, ? : A  B(H), \ : B  B(H)
into the operators on a common Hilbert space. Such a pair yields a
homorphism of the algebraic tensor product ? b \ : AB  B(H) via
? b \(ab)=?(a) \(b). The maximal tensor product norm is defined by
&(uij)&M=sup [&(? b \(u ij))& : ?, \ as above]
and we let AM B denote the maximal tensor product. We note that
(AM B)M C=AM (BM C) completely isometrically and that
this algebra can be defined using triples of commuting representations.
Recall that, by Ando’s theorem, the algebraic tensor product A(D)M A(D)
A(D2) is completely isometric and dense. More generally, if A j 
C(Xj), j=1, ..., m are uniform algebras, then A1 M } } } M Am can be
regarded as an algebra of functions on X1_ } } } _Xm , which separates
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points, but generally the norm is not the supremum. Fix points yi=
(xi1 , ..., xim) # X1 _ } } } _Xm and let I be the ideal of functions vanishing at
[ y1 , ..., yk]. The operator algebra (A1 M } } } M Am)I is k-dimensional
and is generated by the idempotents corresponding to ‘‘functions’’ which
are 1 at yi and 0 at the remaining y’s.
The points x1, j , ..., xk, j # Xj are not necessarily distinct, but we let Ij be
the ideal of functions in Aj which vanish at x1, j , ..., xk, j . Also set Aj=Aj Ij .
We wish to describe the operator algebra A=(A1 M } } } M Am)I in
terms of the algebras Aj . Note that the inclusion of each Aj into the tensor
product induces an inclusion of Aj into A and that A is the algebra
generated by these inclusions.
Theorem 4.3. The operator algebra A1 M } } } M Am I is the maximal
operator algebra norm induced by the inclusions of A1 , ..., Am .
Proof. We have that (W1 , ..., Wk) # Dn(A1 M } } } M Am I ) if and only
if for every =>0 there is F # Mn(A1  M } } }  M Am), &F&M<1+= with
F( yi)=Wi . Now by [BP], |F | M<1 if and only if F factors as F=G1 } } } Gp
where each Gl # Ajl , |Gl |<1. Clearly, the same equations hold when we
consider the coset of Gl in Ajl . This is exactly the characterization of the
open unit ball of the maximal operator algebra norm induced by the inclu-
sions of A1 , ..., Am into the quotient algebra. K
Corollary 4.4. If the coordinates of the points [ y1 , ..., yk] are distinct
points in Xj for every j, so that the algebras Aj are all k-dimensional, then
the operator algebra (A1 M } } } M Am)I is completely isometrically
isomorphic to A1 7 } } } 7 Am .
The dual version of the above corollary now follows.
Corollary 4.5. Let Ar C(Xr) be uniform algebras, r=1, ..., m and
let ys=(x1, s , ..., xm, x) # X1 _ } } } _Xm , s=1, ..., k such that the points
[xi1 , ..., x ik] are distinct for all i. Fix Ws # Mn , s=1, ..., k. Then for every
=>0 there is a function F # Mn(A1 M } } } M Am) with &F&M<1+= such
that F( ys)=Ws if and only if ((I&W i*Wj)Qij)0 for all (Qij) #
mr=1 Sn(ArIr).
Corollary 4.6. Let ys=(x1, s , ..., xr, s), s=1, ..., k be points in the
polydisk Dr and let W1 , ..., Wk # Mn . For every =>0 there exists
F # Mn(A(D)M } } }  M A(D)), &F&M<1+= such that F( ys)=Ws if
and only if ((I&W i*Wj)Qij)0 for all (Qij) # Mk(Mn)+ satisfying
((1&x i, sx j, s) Q ij)0 for all s=1, ..., k.
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Proof. First assume that [xi1 , ..., x ik] are distinct points in the disk.
Let Il=[ f # A(D) : fxl, s)=0, s=1, ..., k]. Since Sn(A(D)Il)=[(Qij) : ((1&
x l, ixl, j) Qij)0] for all l=1, ..., r by Example 2.10, the proof is
completed by applying Corollary 4.4.
To handle the case where the coordinates of the points are not distinct,
one just needs to consider sequences of distinct points in Dr whose coor-
dinates are distinct and which converge to the given points.
Remark. With the appropriate definition of a matricial Schur ideal with
repetitions, paralleling the scalar theory in [12], one can prove a version
of Corollary 4.5 that doesn’t require the points to be distinct.
Corollary 4.7. Let (as , bs), s=1, ..., k be points in the bidisk and let
W1 , ..., Wk # Mn . Then there exists F # Mn(H(D2)), &F&1 such that
F(as , bs)=Ws , s=1, ..., k if and only if ((I&W i*Wj)Qij)0 for all
(Qij) # Mk(Mn)+ satisfying ((1&a ia j) Qij)0 and ((1&b ibj) Qij)0.
Proof. It is well-known that there exists F # Mn(H(D2)), &F&1 with
F(ai , bi)=Wi if and only if for every =>0 there exists F # Mn(A(D2))
&F&<1+= with F(ai , bi)=Wi . Thus, 4.7 follows from 4.5 and the earlier
observation that A(D)M A(D)A(D2). K
To obtain the version of matrix-valued interpolation obtained in [2, 4]
we only need to apply Proposition 2.4.
Corollary 4.8. Let (as , bs), s=1, ..., k be points in the bidisk and let
W1 , ..., Wk be in Mn . There exists F in Mn(H(D2)) such that F(as , bs)=
Ws , s=1, ..., k if and only if there exists (Pij) and (Rij) in Mk(Mn)+ such
that (I&W i*W j)=((1&a iaj) Pij+(1&b ibj) Rij).
Proof. Let Sn=[(Qij) : ((1&a ia j) Qij)0] 1n=[(Q ij) : ((1&b ib j) Qij)
0]. By Corollary 4.6, we must have ((I&W i*Wj)QIj)0 for all
(Qij) # Sn & 1n . By Proposition 2.11 this is equivalent to (I&W i*Wj)
belonging to the dual cone of the cone Sn & 1n . But dual cones satisfy,
(Sn & 1n)d=Sdn+1
d
n . Finally, (A ij) # S
d
n if and only if (Aij Q ij)0 for
all (Qij) # Sn if and only if ((1&a iaj)&1Aij Pij)0 for all (Pij) #
Mn(Mk)+. This last equation implies that ((1&a iaj)&1Aij) # Mn(Mk)+.
Thus, Sdn=[((1&a ia j) Pij): (Pij)0] and similarly 1
d
n=[((1&b i bj) Pij) :
(Pij)0].
Remark For m3, A(D)M } } } MA(D) is no longer isometric to
A(Dm). However its completion can be identified with an algebra of
analytic functions on Dm with a larger norm. Using this algebra and norm,
one obtains analogs of Corollaries 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8, with the same proofs
as above. This analog of 4.8 appears in [2, 4].
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